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Security for Wireless Handhelds
integrating strong, transparent security without increasing costs or time-to-market

securing the wireless world

security for wireless handhelds

Incorporating security is no longer an option – it’s mission critical.
Corporations and government organizations are demanding it. Businesses operating at warp-speed are providing their employees with a range of
devices and applications to enable them to easily access and share information from anywhere in the world.
As more organizations embrace this multitude of new devices, IT departments must find cost-effective solutions that work within their established
security policies and network infrastructure to enable secure, anytime, anywhere connectivity without compromising the user experience.
Proven, standards-based cryptographic functions and protocols, however, are processor intensive.
Certicom understands that anything that affects performance and usability is a serious problem for your customers. We also realize that meeting
the security needs of end-users must not negatively impact your time-to-market or development cost.
Certicom’s award-winning products and ECC public key technology offer the most secure, highest performance, and smallest footprint on
the market.
Our integrated Developer Toolkit suite runs on the most popular embedded platforms, and is constantly optimized for size and performance, while
still offering the strongest security available. If saving time is what you are after, our Security Applications offer wireless security that’s easy to
deploy and fits with your customer’s existing infrastructure.
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Securing Today’s Devices
Many emerging devices today require security – including handhelds, smartphones, PDAs and other wireless
devices that that offer multimedia voice and data. Depending on your requirements, security can be added at
many different levels.
Integrated at the hardware level, Certicom Developer Toolkits offer your customers simple, proven APIs that can
be used to enable hardware-level security functionality. Cryptography directly implemented in silicon offers the
highest level of integrity and performance.
You can also integrate security functionality into the OS with APIs exposed to other applications. Certicom
Developer Toolkits are ideally suited to be the cryptographic service provider for all leading handheld OSs as
well as the proprietary ones used to power other devices.
For device manufacturers looking to quickly value-add their offering, bundling Certicom Security Applications
with a device is an easy way to satisfy organizations requirements for secure network access, secure messaging
and secure data storage for handhelds.
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Certicom solutions and ECC technolgy can be quickly integrated into any wireless handheld architecture to offer strong strong security with
minimal impact on footprint and performance.

Developer Toolkits and Security Applications
As the demand continues for more capabilities in applications and increasingly smaller Internet-enabled devices, you need to ensure that
your product will work securely and still be easy to use. You also need to get your product to market as soon as possible while remaining costcompetitive. Certicom Developer Toolkits and Security Applications let you embed proven, efficient security technology into your devices and
applications without prohibitive delays or expense.
With support for a wide range of platforms, standards and protocols, you can be sure that the Certicom technology embedded in your latest
device or processor is not only strong and fast, but also extensible and interoperable.
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Professional Services

FIPS 140-2 Validated cryptographic module

Certicom Professional Services provides a wide spectrum of
information security and cryptographic services. Whether you
need an end-to-end enterprise-wide security solution, assistance
with a project or application-specific solution, help in
engineering a particular security solution, or individual
consulting services, we provide the experience and expertise to
address your security requirements.

embedded expertise

innovative cryptography

customer focus

The Certicom Advantage
Certicom has over 15 years experience developing security for constrained devices, enabling you to use our strengths to your advantage:
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